Introduction to Part II
The eleven edited papyri presented below have been selected from all the pieces preserved in the JRULM. If they appear in CAP, full references are given, plus a full description and palaeographic comments, but no second plate is provided unless this was lacking in the CAP. If they do not appear in CAP and are thus fully described in Part I above, the appropriate reference number is provided, plus a photograph of the original text. Comments on the orthography of the papyri are to be found in commentaries.
Personal and family names, place names and dated papyri from those pieces which do not figure in Part I above find a place in the appropriate index in bold type under their Part II number. Such names and dated papyri which appear above in Part I will already find a place in the appropriate index under the original number or an Add. number.
The critical signs used below are those generally accepted by papyrologists and found in Pestman, Primer, 14-15 and in the inside of the for each of your instalments so that I can give instructions to their 1. 10 guarantor to prepare to deposit (the land tax) in the Treasury with us.
1.11
Give Junadah's agent a free hand 1. 12 with his naphtha 'crop' and the land tax -also his household. 1. 13 Pay no attention to them in (this matter). Keep those with influence 1. 14 and those in positions of trust away from it (all), God willing. This is an extremely interesting document, an official letter addressed by a high official to the land tax collector on the ground. One clear direction is that the writer be kept informed of all the tax collector is doing in his official work. It would appear that the collector fixes at least the instalments of the land tax, if not the amount of the tax itself (11. 3-4). That the land tax can be paid in instalments is a well known fact. The high official would appear to be intervening here in the case of Junadah, his agent and his family, implying that the tax collector should leave them out of his reckoning.
Commentary: 1. 2
This appears to be the meaning of wujuh here and in 1. 5 below. It might also mean how the tax expenditure was made.
3
The imperative is clearly dual here, although the remainder in the text are singular. Perhaps to keep them from corruption.
Palaeography and date:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the attached alif extends below the base line; the /Zm of 1. 5 has an exaggerated upper stroke which rises above the following letter; there is one example (1. 14) of the initial shin in the form of a horizontal line with three dots above; sad/dad is written as an oval shape with no tooth on the left (1. 13); the base of the initial eayn extends to the right (1. 6); the initial fa 3/qaf is elevated (1. 13); there are examples (e.g. 11. 8, 10, 11, etc.) of the kaf which is elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a rightward shaft at the top and of the kaf with a curved top and no shaft (11. 4, 6, 7, 9, etc.); the medial and final ha 3 varies considerably in form, there being examples of the wavy end (1. 5), the upward loop (11. 4, 7, 10, etc.) and two with the shaft at the top inclining to the left (1. 2, 6); the medial ya 3 rises above teeth of the following s~m (1. 7); the tail of the final ya 3 returns to the right (11. 5, 7, 9); there is one example ( This is a receipt handed over to the payer on payment of the land tax. It should be noted that the document is signed by the cashier and the payment is witnessed by the kharaj -official himself. This document differs somewhat from the one which follows which is a similar receipt. The insertion of the fractions of the payment in signs in 11. 2 and 11 is common practice. dinar is here spelt without the alifal-madd.
Commentary

Palaeography:
The attached alif extends below the base line (11. 3, 9, etc.); the initial bd3 of the basmalah rises well above the teeth of the following sin (1. 4); there are examples of the medial and final s~m written as a straight horizontal line (11. 9, 10, etc.); the letter sad in 1. 7 has an oval shape without a tooth on the left; the normally vertical stroke of the to3 inclines slightly to the right (1. 11); the base of the initial eayn extends to the right (1. 6); the initial faz/has a curved top with no shaft (1. 11); there are examples of the final ha* with a wavy end (11. 3, 11, etc.); the medial yd3 rises above the teeth of the following sin (1. 9); the final yd3 is mifarraqah (11. 5, 9); undotted. This documents differs from the previous one, although it has the same purpose. It is written by the cashier to whom the land tax is handed over but on this occasion there is no witness (cf. 2 above). Here the year is written into the middle of the text rather than beginning the document.
Commentary: 1. 1 We take 'three' to be the number of the payment, or the instalment.
4
For mithqal, see 2, 1. 7 above, dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd.
5
See 2, 1. 6 above. The name Minya bn Shanudah occurs also in Arabic Add. No. 67 in Part I above. 1. 6 See 2,1. 7 above. 1. 7
The years 291-2 correspond to AD 903-5. It seems that carrying the land tax over into the following year was a not uncommon practice. See 4,11. 7-8 below. God preserve him! -together with that of the year 182. 1. 9
You must pay in [it] (the year 181) the same tax as that imposed on I. 10 all the inhabitants of the district of Lower Ashmun, God willing. II. 11-12 (This document) was written in Dhu al-Qacdah in the year 182.
13 faddan dinar 877
This is an extremely interesting and important document for the historical and administrative information it contains. Ishaq bn Ziyad, the district-governor of Lower Ashmun under the well known governor of Egypt, al-Layth bn al-Fad, himself appointed by Harun al-Rashld, is issuing a document to a farmer who has already begun to cultivate some land (See Cooper, TQiaraj tax5,366-7). This document, dated late 182, gives dejure recognition to a land-leasing arrangement which was already in de facto existence in the year 181. The tenant-farmer is to be permitted to pay the land tax for the year 181 together with that for 182. Margoliouth (CAP, 106) rightly points to the low rent, a dinar afaddan, and suggests the kharqj would be high. See also in this connection Grohmann, APEL, ii, 31-5. DhO al-Qacdah 182 corresponds to January 799. thamamn is here spelt without the alifal-madd.
Commentary
13
dinar is here spelt without the alifal-madd.
Palaeography:
The attached alif extends below the base line (11. 2, 6, 7); the initial and medial be? rises well above the preceding and following sin (1. 5); the medial dad is elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a tooth on the left (1. 9); the normally vertical stroke of the za3 inclines to the right (1. 8); the base of the initial fayn extends to the right (11. 2, 6, 7, 9, etc.); the initial kaf is elongated horizontally with the upper stroke parallel to the base line and a rightward shaft at the top (11. 4, 9, 11, etc.); the final ha3 of Allah (11. 3, 10) is level with the top of the preceding /oras; the tail of the final yc? returns to the right (11. 3, 4, 9, etc.) or is mifarraqah (11. 3, 7, 11, etc.); there are examples of extended connecting strokes between letters (11. 1, 7, 10, etc.); two dots in 1. 4. faddan for dinars A land leasing document similar to the previous. There is a stronger provision here (cf. 4 above) that the land must be cultivated and cannot be allowed to remain fallow. The rent of the land in the previous document is one dinar per faddan of land; here it is 2'/2 dinars.
Commentary: 1. 3 This might conceivably mean 'on the west bank', dinar is spelt without the alifal-madd. 1. 4 dinarayn is spelt without the alifal-madd.
5
For the expression li-kharaji sanati ..., cf. Grohmann, APEL, ii, 53. dinar is spelt without the alifal-madd. Forjuraniq, see the Persian parwdnak, the guide of the post official, see Lane, Lexicon, 2389; Steingass, Dictionary, 245; Ragib, 'Lettres', 7. 11. 6-7 Rabic II 127 corresponds to February AD 745.
Palaeography:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters and in some cases has a curved hook to the left at the bottom (11. 1, 5, 6, etc.); there is one example of the attached alif extending below the base line (1. 4) ; the initial bo* of the basmalah rises above the teeth of the following sin (1. 1) ; the dal is in the shape of a right angle with a rightward shaft at the top (1. 5); the initial sad has an oval shape without the tooth on the left (1. 2); the normally vertical stroke of the to3 inclines to the right (1. 2); the base of the initial fayn extends to the right (11. 2, 4, 6, etc.); the tail of the final yd3 returns considerably to the right (11. 3, 5, etc.); the Idm-alif joins together in the shape of the letter v (1. 6); examples of extended connecting strokes between letters (11. 1, 5, 6, etc.); undotted. Recto -the independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the attached alif extends below the base line; the initial ba3 of the basmalah rises above the teeth of the following sin ; other sin s are in the form of a straight horizontal line; the base of the initial cayn extends to the right; there are extensions of the connecting strokes between letters; undotted. Verso -the sad is oval without the tooth on the left; undotted. dinar is spelt without the alif al-madd.
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; the attached alif extends below the base line; the ba3 rises above the teeth of the following sin/shin : the shin is also written as a straight horizontal line; the base of the fa\n extends slightly to the right; the initial kaf is written as a curve without the shaft at the top; the final attached ha3 is in the shape of a large inverted comma stretching back over the word and crossing the letters of the line above; the tail of the final \a3 returns to the right; undotted. In the name of God, the Compassionate, the Merciful. May I be made your ransom! I have previously already written a letter to you on the very day 1. 3 I arrived from al-Fustat. In it I explained to you what was happening to Abu Yacqub -God fortify him! - 1. 4 and what to Abu Sahl -God preserve him! -in regard to what you expected of me, (namely) your receiving (the news), God willing. 1. 5 You wrote the reply, giving each one (of them) an answer, but I heard nothing from you 1. 6 in it (about yourself). I have received your letter. I ask God to preserve and fortify you.
7
You have realised that Suwariq(?) is waiting for news of you all the time, so keep on -1. 8
God fortify you! -writing to me (giving) me your news and (telling) me how you are and how those with you are, God willing. 1.9
If you write Abu Yacqub a letter -God fortify him! -send it to me (first) 1. 10 so that I can send it on to him, God willing. God preserve you! This is a private letter, written to follow up a previous letter, typical of many others in this collection and in the Arabic papyri in general. NB the use of kunyahs rather than isms which would generally imply respect and politeness.
Commentary: 1. 7 One would expect a personal name here and the reading Suwariq is tentative.
Palaeography and date:
The independent alif rises above similar vertical letters; some attached alifs extend below the base line; the b& of the basmalah rises above the teeth of the following sin ; the initial fun, ha* and khcf have an exaggerated upper stroke which rises above the following letters; sin/shin is written as a straight, horizontal line with a stroke above; sad is oval in shape without the tooth on the left; there is one example of the normally vertical stroke of the la3 inclining to the right; the base of the initial cayn extends to the right; the initial kafis written as a curve without the shaft at the top; the final kafis written in the shape of the letter lam ; the final attached ha* is written with a wavy end; the tail of the final yc? returns to the right and there is one example of the ya3 mifarraqah ; the lam-alif joins together forming the shape of the letter v; some joined words; some dots. The date is 2nd-3rd/8th-9th century. 
